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1. Introduction.

Growing urban and environmental demands for water together with severe

financial and political constraints on the development of new water supply

sources, exert considerable pressure on the existing arrangements for the

distribution and the use of water in apiculture.

In many countries, regional non profit organizations (such as water users

cooperatives and semi government agencies) are responsible for obtaining and

delivering water to farmers. Water pricing in many of these organizations is

based on average cost pricing and is likely to lead to economic inefficiency.

The costs associated with this inefficiency are likely to increase as water

availability declines. Block rate pricing [Wichelns (1991a), (1991b)] and

various water marketing schemes [Howe (1986)] have been important

components of proposals for water reform.

This paper initially presents a framework to analyze responses of water

districts (stylized regional non profit water organizations) to water supply

reduction. These responses are (i) to preserve average cost pricing with

administrative cut of quotas; (ii) to switch to blocked rate pricing and (iii) to

reform and introduce a relative transferable water rights regime.

The main obstacle in achieving an efficient allocation of water within such an

organization is the asymmetry between the information regarding the aggregate

available water known to the central decision maker as opposed to knowledge

at farm level which individual farmers tend not to reveal, e.g. the efficient

amount of water required for each crop (see Zusman 1991). The analysis shows

that reform based on relative transferable water rights may lead to welfare

improvement with minimal information required, despite the reduction in

overall water use. It also shows that tiered pricing does not necessarily lead to

an efficient outcome. The properties of results under these three responses are

compared, using a numerical example based on data from Israel.

Some of the literature on water pricing [Quirk and Bumess (1979), Gisser

(1980, 1983), Howe (1986) and Zilberman and Shah (1994)], recognized the



sub optimality of a traditional water rights system and recommended transition

to a market-like allocation of water, although their analysis did not recognize

the non profit nature of water districts. The water pricing policies considered in

this paper are subject to the balanced budget constraint of the water districts.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the water use level prior to the water supply

reduction, established water rights which must be considered in water

allocation design after supply cuts. Historical usage patterns are of crucial

importance in allocating water with the prior appropriation, and other water

rights systems. We expanded Zusman's (1988) model of cooperative behavior

to obtain optimal water pricing and the distribution formula, taking previous

water use levels into account. This formulation also allows us to explicitly

incorporate heterogeneity among farmers in the analysis.

It is shown that if information is perfect and trading is costless, a Hicksian

barter market, in which users trade in their "initial endowments" as given to

them by the management according to their historical rights, results in pareto

efficiency. When trading is not costless and information is not perfect, a

different exchange mechanism is suggested to achieve pareto efficiency. It is

also shown that under realistic assumption, tiered pricing results in a second

best allocation. Finally, an empirical example is used to demonstrate the

theoretical framework.

2. Modeling of the Existing and Optimal System.

Let us assume that a regional water district consists of N water irrigation

users. The supply of water is generated from two origins: local underground

water from wells within the area and surface water imported from outside. The

aggregate quantity of water used by the region is regulated by the State as

follows: The volume of local underground water used is fixed, while water

from outside the region can be purchased from other districts in such quantities

as required, at a given price which is higher than the cost of generating local

water. It is assumed that water from both sources are of the same quality.
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Thus, the region faces an increasing water supply function (depicted as Mc in

Figure 1), and average costs of generating water to the region (depicted as Ac

in Figure 1).

Let f"(q„) be the nth individual benefit from water use, measured by the

dollar value obtained by application of q units of water. This benefit function

may represent gross revenue, if water is the only scarce input, or revenue net of

fixed input, assuming that water is the only scarce variable input. The function

f"(q„) is well behaved with > c,11,ck) < 0. Note that the water demand

function of the nth individual is given by

The aggregate demand curve for water consists of the horizontal summation

of the N individual water demand curves (see D in figure 1). For each given

price, the aggregate quantities is the sum of the quantities demanded by the

individuals.

Figure 1

Allocation under the traditional system.

Under the initial system, it is assumed that the water district sets a price for

water that will both satisfy users' demands and balance the water district

budget. The equilibrium conditions in this case are

a) fq(q)=wo

b) wo=AC(Qo).

for n=1,2,

where wo is the initial price of water, q,°, is the quantity of water used by the

nth n user under the initial system and 00 = ET°, is the aggregate water use under
17.1

the initial system. Equation (a) states that water use for the nth individual is

where the marginal benefit from water (inverse demand) is equal to the water



price. Equation (b) states that under the initial system, average cost pricing is

used for the price of water. It is almost trivial to say that such a policy results in

inefficient resource allocation, i.e. the quantity Qo is greater than the optimal

quantity Qe.

Allocation Under The Optimal System.

Suppose that the water district has central management which aims at

developing an optimal pricing policy with the following characteristics:

a. Efficient water allocation.

b. Balanced budget.

c. Individual rationality.

d. Equity - rent distribution in proportion to historical water use.

e. Simplicity.

Properties ac are identified as necessary to obtain efficient and sustainable

economic policy design (Fundenberg and Tirol 1993). Studies of water

allocation design suggest that historical rights must be recognized in the

introduction of water reforms to make such reforms more equitable and thus

politically acceptable (Colby 1991). Simplicity is essential for successful

application.

An efficient resource allocation of water in the region is obtained by

maximizing the aggregate welfare function of the water users in the region.

Max f"(q„)— C(0)
11=1

qi,..,q„

(1)

were
i=1

The necessary conditions which ensure the maximization in (1) consist of the n

equations,
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(q,z)= Mc (0) V • (2)

These equations imply that each user equates his value of the marginal product

of water to the marginal costs of generating Q units of water.

Let h(q„,q„h) denote the payment function, i.e. the rule which determines the

amount of payments by each water user where qn is the actual use of water, Till

is the historical water use rights. At the micro level each user maximizes his

water quasi-rent,

Max f" (q„)—h(q„,q,z) (3)

The necessary conditions for solving the individual user's optimization

problem imply that each user equates the value of the marginal product of water

to the marginal payment charged for the use of his water,

(q„) = hq V11. (4)

Individual rationality means that the micro level allocation rule is consistent

with the optimization at the aggregate level, thus from (3) and (4) obtain

Mc(Q)=hq (5)

which implies marginal pricing.

Now, for simplicity, assume that the function has a linear form and depends

on the actual use of water and the historical rights. Thus,

h(q„,q,h,) = Aq „ + (6)
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The zero profits constraint implies that the sum of payments of the N users

equals the total costs of generating Q units of water, .i.e.,

iv-‘[17.(q„,q1,1,)]= C(Q) •
n=1

Introducing (6) into (7), and using (5), B results in,

B =
C(Q)- (Q)Q

o"
AC (Q)- MC (Q)] h •

(7)

(8)

where Qh = Tez and AC(Q) are the average costs. Since average costs are less

than marginal costs (C'>0), B is negative, and thus under the optimal pricing

mechanism water users are paid for their historical water use rights. The per

unit rent of historical water use rights is -B.

Rewriting equation (6),

h(q„.e,) = Mc (Q)q,z+[
C(Q)- 

(Q)Q1q:: (9)

The payment function (9) depicts the two goals of the optimal policy: The

first, efficient water allocation, i.e. each user pays the marginal costs of water

for the actual quantity used by him, and the second, water rent distribution in

proportion to the historical water use rights.

The pricing rule (9) can be written differently. Let s„ =1'22- be the share of the
Qh

n1h individual in the historical rights and q,r, his adjusted water rights.

Thus, the allocation rule can be presented as:

h(q „ 4,1'7) = Mc (Q)[q„- girzi+ Ac (Q)q,ri. (10)
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According to equation (10) the individual pays average costs for his adjusted

rights and when cb,>chir also pays the marginal costs for the difference between

actual use and adjusted rights. When cin<q„' he receives this difference. Several

payment mechanisms can be based on equations (9) and (10).

3. Alternative Institutional Setups.

The optimal mechanism can be applied through two different institutional

setups. In both cases, it is assumed, as in several other studies, that the policy

maker knows the aggregate demand and supply, but not the individual

demands.

The first setup, can be referred to as the "active trading" case. Time is

assumed to be divided into discreet intervals, each one of which has a fixed

length (e.g. a year or season). At the beginning of each time period, the policy

maker determines the optimal aggregate  quantity Qe at the intersection of the

aggregate demand and supply (see Fig 1) and allocates individual annual rights

in proportion to the historical rights a,nr = snQe. Each individual user pays for

each unit of his "initial endowment" of water rights the price of AC(Qe), i.e.,

the average costs of generating the aggregate quantity Qe. This ensures a

balanced budget. Individuals are allowed to trade their water rights. Assuming a

perfect competitive market with costless trading, the market will determine the

equilibrium price we (see Fig 1). At this price each water user may have an

excess demand (supply) according to whether the sign of f:(q„r)— we is positive

(negative).

Assuming also, that trading is conducted at a given place and time, the price

of we will clear the market with a rent per unit of water rights which equals we-

AC(Q).

Note that such a market, which follows the description of a barter market as

described by Hicks in "Value and Capital" (1937), results in characteristics of

the optimal system as described in section 2.



The second setup can be referred to as the "passive trading" case. At the

beginning of each time period, the policy maker determines and announces the

optimal price, we, at the intersection of the aggregate demand and supply (see

Fig 1). Each individual applies the amount of water, qne according to his

individual demand at we. The summation of all the quantities, qne, used during

the time period, will result in an aggregate quantity Qe. At the end of the time

period the decision maker calculates the imputed price of a unit of water rights

that equals r=we-AC(Qe). The policy maker also calculates the periodical

individual water right as s rQe. For each period the individual will be entitled to

receive sill-Qr. Thus, the total water expenditure of the nth individual will be

cinrAC(Qe) + r(cine-cinr).

Note that ex-post (at the end of the period) a water user is a "buyer" ("seller")

of water according to whether the sip of (qne-qnr) is positive (negative), and he

pays (receives) the amount r(qne-qnr). Thus, the "passive" market mechanism

has the characteristic whereby the participant buyer (seller) does not have to

pursue a matching seller (buyer).

In the second institutional setup, a unique market place is not needed. Each

user determines his water use at the puce determined by the central

management. In both cases the distribution of the water use rights is

predetermined according to historical shares [e.g., riparian rights along a river,

see Anderson (1984)]. However, in the first setup, the periodical water rights

result from the policy maker's ex-ante estimation of Qe, while in the second

setup, the periodical water rights result from the ex-post summation of the

quantities used by the individual water users at a unique price, we, as

announced by the policy maker.

Water markets exist in some cases, e.g., the water law in New Mexico allows

trading in consumptive use of surface water rights. However, in other cases, the

institutional water trading is absent. Therefore in such cases, there is a need for
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the construction of new trading channels, legislative framework and detailed

registration of the bilateral transactions. Hence, active trading requires higher

transaction costs than passive trading.

Effects of income distribution.

The following discussion deals with an analysis of the effects of income

distribution resulting from the implementation of policy reform. Let the first

(current) policy be indexed by 0, and the second policy (post reform) be

indexed by 1. Thus, under the traditional policy, the aggregate quantity of water

used is Q0, and its price equal to AC0. The reform results in an increase of the

price of water from AC0 to we. As a result, the aggregate quantity and the

average costs decreas respectivaly to Q1 and ACi. Also, given the historical

shares, each of the n individual water use rights decreases from

Figure 2

ClnOr to 
q1

r•

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of income distribution in the case of two

individual users. The demand curves of users i and j are denoted respectively as

fqi and fq-i where user i is more efficient. Obviously, no one would be adversely

affected by the reform if the following holds,

(WCACOATIOr= WCAC1)Cin 1 r•
(12)

A necessary condition for (12) is that the arc elasticity of the AC curve is equal

to 1. (which also implies that the elasticity of the cost curve equals 2)'.

The income impact on each of the two individuals, depends on whether or not

condition (12) holds.

OAC Q MC 
Note that the average cost elasticity equals to = 1 = A-1 where 2,, is the cost

02 AC AC

elasticity.
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(I). If it does, it can be verified from figure 2 that user j benefits more than user

i from the reform.

Proof: a. The case of equal historical shares of i and j.

Given that the elasticity of the AC curve equals 1, the area of the rectangular

Ikhd (which measures the increase in water rent resulting from the reform for

each of both users) equals the area cdak. Since the area aed<than area abcd<the

area cdak, both users benefit from the reform, but user j benefits more than i.

b. The case of unequal historical shares of i and j.

In this case user j benefits from the reform relatively more than i. It can be

easily verified by normalizing the water use rights of both users to 1 and using

the procedure as in a.

(H) If, however, condition (12) does not hold and the elasticity of the AC curve

is smaller, some of the users are worse off as a result of the reform. The relative

reduction in the regional water rent can be measured by a=r1Q1 ir0a<1. The

smaller the elasticity of the AC, i.e., the lower the value of a will be, the larger

the number of users that are disadvantaged. An application based on data

collected from a region in Israel (see section 5) demonstrates the potential

resistance against the reform for various levels of a.
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4. An alternative pricing policy- tiered prices.

Block pricing, a common pricing method in the electricity and gas utilities,

was introduced recently as tiered pricing in some water districts in Israel and

California. This pricing mechanism(2) consists of a two step payment function

as follows,

14,(q — yqr ) + 8wyqr if[q(w) yqrh(q, ) (13)
gwq if[q(w) < yqr]

where qnr,w,7 and 8 determined by the water district management. The first two

parameters, q1 1. and w respectively measure: the assigned water quota of the nth

individual user and the price of water, and the two last are parameters between

0 to 1.

This payment function is linear in q in two segments with a kink at yqn . The

individual user pays a reduced price, 8w, for the first y percent of his water

quota qnr, and full price, w, for the additional applied water, (Cln-YCInr) (3). This

payment function should be compared to the payment function described by

equation (9), which is linear over the whole range of qn.

Note that at the individual user level, rational behavior for a given values of

ci„r,w,y and 5 may lead to inefficient allocation of water. This can be verified by

applying the individual optimization conditions (see equations (4) and (5)) to

the case of the tiered pricing, deriving three types of behavior by the individual

users:

Type j : .f (q)< Mc(0). where cue<ycbr (14a)

Type k: .fgk(yq) Me(Q) f( q) where yqkr<cike<qkr (14b)

Type i : .f,;(c/i) > Alc(0). where ciir<cii (14c)

2 The implementation of tiered pricing may be much more complex. Here we use a simple general

form. Most of the results obtained here are preserved for other forms of tiered pricing.

3 The payment function may include a third segment where water use in excess of the water quota q.
will be charge an extra fine.
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where qjc,qke,qje are the optimal quantities used by each type of individual user.

Figure 3 depicts three representative members of the corresponding

Figure 3

behavioristic groups. While the individual users in groups of type k and i apply

their water efficiently, i.e., fqk(qke)---Mc(Qe) and fqi(qie)=Mc(Qe), those in group

type j apply their water inefficiently, i.e., fqj(0=6Mc(Qe). Thus, the inefficient

allocation of water by the representative member of type j in Figure 3 results in

a waste of (clit-qie) and a welfare loss measured by the triangle abc. In general

the corresponding losses of water and welfare by the users of type j group can

be calculated from

I(q1 gel)

I =I

and

J

E [fq (q) —
.1=1 q5

(15a)

(15b)

As was characterized in section 2, the regional water district management

follows the efficiency rule w=lvIc which determines the efficient aggregate

quantity Qe, subject to the balanced budget constraint. The water quotas gn
r of

each of the individual users are determined exogenously by the management

relatively to the historical water rights subject to

= zq.
/1=1

(16)
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The choice of the parameters is subject to the balanced budget constraint in (7),

AC(0e) 
i.e., 0 AC(Qe) and [1

MC(0e) MC(0e)

Maximum reduction of inefficient use of water by type j users can be

achieved by choosing either (a) 6=0 and y =[1 
AC (Qe) 

and/or (b) allowing
MC (Qe)

trading in water rights Note that the effectiveness of condition (a) is reduced as

the heterogeneity of water requirements among crops(4) and among users is

increased. In the case of water trading, efficient allocation implies

.1 1

T(vq; — q;) = (qic
j=1 i=1

(17)

The quantities scheduled for sale by type j individuals must equal the quantities

scheduled for purchase by type i individuals. Note that for the type k users the

following inequality holds

Therefore, by using (17) and (18), it can be verified that

>r c

n=1 • n-=:1

(18)

(19)

which contradicts (16). Note that information on the distribution of type j,k and

i is needed for complete efficient allocation given the constraint in (19). Thus,

more information is needed for efficient implementation of tiered pricing then

the information needed for the implementation of a market mechanism.

4 This can be verified by examining the table in appendix A.
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5. An application.

Empirical data collected from a region in Israel (Hasharon region) is used for

an application of the transferable rights mechanism presented in sections 2-4.

The table in appendix A contains data for foriy major crops in the region, for

the year 1991. Each row in the table depicts the data for one crop. The crops

are listed in descending order according to the average rent per m3 of water,

based on data made available by the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture.

The farmers in the Hasharon region are organized as a water cooperative. Of

a total consumption of 65 million m3 per year, approximately 30 million are

generated by wells within the region. The average costs of pumping a cubic

meter of water from a local well is 0.43 NIS. Surface water is imported from

outside the region via the national aqueduct at the price of 0.65 NIS per cubic

meter of water.

The quasi-rent which results from the application of one m3 water to a given

crop are the profits derived by deducting the average costs from the average

revenue of a given crop. The obtained quasi-rent is multiplied by the total

amount of water applied to the crop, and is registered in column 6 of the Table.

The welfare generated by the current policy (33,894 thousand NIS in Table 1),

is obtained by summing up the crops in column 6 in appendix A.

In the following analysis we assume a fixed water-land ratio for each

individual crop. We examine simulations of three policies aimed at achieving

the optimal use of 31,000 thousand m3 of water: administrative reduction of

the water quotas, the implementation of the quasi-market mechanism and a

tiered pricing policy.

Administrative cut of the water quotas: The allocation of water in the region

(31,562 thousands m3) is obtained through .administrative allocation of the

water quotas. In order to achieve this goal, the amount of water for each of the

crops is reduced by a fixed proportion. This yields a total irrigated area of
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47,691 dunams and a total welfare of 19,877 thousand of NIS (see policy 1 in

Table 1).

The implementation of tiered pricing policy: Let us assume that as a result of

the implementation of a tiered pricing policy all crops with a value of marginal

product less then 0.65 NIS, will reduce the amount of water by 20 percent. In

terms of the table in appendix A all crops listed below row 31 reduce water

usage by 20 percent. The total amount of water used under this scenario will be

58,219 thousands m3 and the total welfare will be 37,538 thousand of NIS. If

the reduction of water usage among low value crops will be 30% the total

amount of water usage will be 54,887 thousands m3 and the total welfare will

be 39,360 thousand of NIS. Although the tiered pricing policy doubles the

aggregate welfare as compared to the initial allocation, it still remains

considerably below the first best allocation achieved by policy 3. Note also that

the inefficiency in the allocation of water under policy 2 results in a waste of

26 million cubic meter and a low profit rate of 0.64 NIS per cubic meters

compared to the optimal profit rate of 1.65 NIS in policy 3.

The implementation of a market mechanism.

An efficient allocation, using the proposed reform, results in a demand for a

quantity of 31,562 thousand m3 of water at a price of 0.65 NIS. The total

irrigated area of 48,119 dunams yields a total welfare of 52,116 thousand NIS.

Each unused cubic meter of water use right is compensated by 0.21 NIS,

while the price of a cubic meter used within the water use right is 0.44 NIS.

Thus, the reservation price of each applied cubic meter within the water use

rights is equal to 0.65 NIS, which is also the efficient price.

Policy 3 results in pareto optimal allocation and it is superior to the other

two policies. It yields highest aggregate profits water and land rents and it

results in the lowest aggregate quantity of water demanded and used.

Therefore, it is plausible that policy 3 generates the least resistance.
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Table 1: Different policies of water allocation.
- • iifo:••••
situatLon

...
A.4*i.1.1A$ r..,.4 I.
a4- -.....

.• 1

•::::-:.::::. •.:. :•. i
:::•::::::::.:::::::::::.:::•:•.:..

-. will ,

water..................:„....:::.:,..:.:•:.:.:.:•:.:„:„.• :.:::::::..
Total64,884

.• ::.: . ....:::•::::::::...
Irrigated:::a1X.•:•::•::-:•:i•::::::::.:. ..:i:•:*-:::.::...:.:•::i::.:•:

• • ••••:::.::::.::.:•::•:::.:•:::.:•::::.:.:::•::•:::::::.....
•••••• •::::::::::.::

- * • * - ... *

.:.::::iii::.:•:::?::
-4.-

.
:

.••

31,562 58,219 31,562

98,040 47,691 88,056
.

48,119

33,893 19,877 37,538 52,116

0.52 0.62 0.64
_

1.65

0.55 0.44 0.54 0.44

However, this is not always the case. It is possible that hydrological

constraints enforce reduced usage of the local aquifer water. In this case, the

reduction in the water rents endangers the feasibility of trading in water use

rights, i.e. some of the farmers will be worse off under policy 3 (see section 3

above). We assume that the resistance to policy 3 is correlated to the relative

decrease of the farmers' income, i.e. a .11Q1 <1.

Table 2 depicts the percentage of crop area, whose income is reduced by

more than a certain value for a given reduction of water rents. To illustrate, for

a share of 4.33 percent of the crop area, a reduction of 20 percent in the water

rents (a = 0.8), will result in a reduction of more than 5 percent of the income.

Table 2: Percentage of crop area which violates the feasibility

condition under several scenarios.
 

-I Critical 
 • • . 1::::::::::.::.::.***: .•.*•:•.....:•:::. **:.:.:ii:if•::•:.:*•:*;:i:::*:.......

values .........„...•: .... Reduction..

• ,•::::•••.::::-:::::,•:, .....
..... ....:.....

..m:
.• ......• :: -: -: •: :. -.....
..• .. • : :•: .......:

i% 5% 10% 20%

•..... : .. :: -.: •••••••••••• ..:
,
91 7% 1.76% 0% 0%

'!.""'""'""'"::-...:••••••••••:::........:...: .-...):.....•..... . ... . . . . . . 99 13%. . :: :::.::::.......-......... ...- ..::.....:::•::::, 176%. ,
......:..... ' : .. • ..- -:.:::: :....:. .. .•• ..: .• ... .............• . .. ._ _46 38% 7 64%. 4.33% 0.17%

• ..  . ... .. .:... •••.• • • 47 83V 20.83% 4.37% 2.65%

A detailed description of the calculations that led to table 2 appears in

appendix B.
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6. Concluding remarks.

This paper deals with the problem of water allocation and pricing at the

regional level which is characterized by common property ownership of the

water and a given distribution of water use rights. Such an institutional setup

often results in administratively inefficient pricing and allocation systems.

Economists suggest water markets as a possible remedy, but in the absence of

well defined property rights and high transaction costs, this solution could

result in a market failure. According to Coase (1992) "if the costs of making an

exchange are greater than the gains which that exchange would bring, that

exchange would not take place, and the greater production that would flow

from specialization would not be realized". The "passive" mechanism designed

in this paper enables a trade of water use lights with low transaction costs. The

quasi-market mechanism enables an efficient allocation with minimal losses by

the farmers and therefore minimal resistance by them. This is made possible by

increasing the welfare resulting from the use of water. The greater the "pie" the

easier it is to redistribute it between the farmers. In the long run the increased

"pie" enables the diversion to higher value products and water saving

technologies.

Water institutions and their laws in many states, e.g. Israel and California, do

not allow trading in water use rights. Tiered prices have recently been

suggested as an efficient pricing method. It is shown in this paper that under

reasonable assumption tiered prices lead to a "second best" solution. The

implementation of the above trade mechanism results in an efficient pareto

allocation and does not require new water legislation. The designed mechanism

can be useful in other price pooling systems, such as in the case of production

and marketing boards. Set aside programs are often suggested as a policy tool,

but they face difficulties of implementation. The present paper attempts to

remove some of these obstacles.
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Appendixes.

A. Individual crops budget data - Hasharon region 1992.
Column definition.

(1) Average rent per m3 ( NIS )
(2) Total cultivated land for each crop (Dunams).

(3) Applied water for 1 dunam of crop. ( m3)

(4) Total applied water for each crop. (m3 x 1000), [(2)x(3)]

(5) Accumulated water for the region. (m3 x 1000)
(6) Income per crop. (NIS x 1000), [(1)x(4) - water costs]

Crop + (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Wax flower ' 4.90 920' 600 552 552' 2,392

3,536'Roses 4.41 920 1,000 920 1,472

"Almog" Peaches 3.31 89 400 36 1,508 98*

Potatos 2.99 17,130 630 10,792 12,300 26,154-

"Grand" Apple 2.98 121 750 91 12,390 219'

Miniature Mango 2.82 228 600 137 12,527 308*

Mango 2.60 228 600 137 12,664 278*

Ruscus 2.56 920 900 828 13,492 1,651

"Bebkock" Peaches 2.14 89 500 45 13,536 70*

"Delicious" Apple 2.13 121 750 91 13,627 141

Carnation 1.83 920 1,600 1,472 15,099

r

1,860

Ground Nuts 1.80 1,001 400 400 15,500 494-

Gypsophila 1.77 920 965 888 16,387 1,068

Sumflower (Type A) ' 1.67 406 150* 61 16,448 67

"Rid" Avocado 1.63- 1,476 700* 1,033 17,481 1,099

Orange 1.52 121 750

'

91 17,572 87

"Hof ' Ground Nuts 1.44 - 1,000 500 500 18,072 43/

Easy Peeling Citrus 1.35 9,253 750* 6,940 25,012 5,437

"Swilling" Peaches 1.31 89 500 45 25,056 33

"Annoza" Peaches 1.30 89 550 49 25,105 36

Persimmons 1.29 1,781 650 1,158 26,263 838

Sunflowers (Type B) 1.23 405 100 41 26,304
.

/7
.

Seed Tomatos 1.23 861 350 301 26,605 200

"Hus" Avocado 1.09 1,476 700 1,033 27,638 541

Chickpea (Garbonzo beans) 1.07 672 120 81 27,719 41*

"Horshim" Avocado 0.96 1,476 700 1,033 28,752 407

"Etinger" Avocado 0.85 1,476 700 1,033 29,785 293

Bulgarian Chickpeas 0.81 672 120 81 29,866 20

Corn 0.80 1,111 500 556 30,421
_

130

-"Ncvel- Avocado 0.74 1,476 700 1,033 31,454 179

"Port" Chickpea 0.68 672 160 108 31,562 12

Seedlings Tomato 0.62 71 350 25 31,587 1

Pecan Nuts 0.60 2,124 750 1,593 33,180 53

Sorghum 0.51 672 100
,

67 33,247 -4

"Pima" Cotton 0.40 1,042 520 542 33,789 -90

Irrigated Cotton 0.39
_

1,042 400 417 34,206 -74

"Jonathan" Apples 0.38 121_ 750 91 34,296 -17,
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"Akkala" Cotton 0.35 1,042 480 500 34,797 -108

-244'"Fuerte" Avocado

'.

0.33 1,476 700 1,033 35,830

Spanish Chickpeas 0.26 672 200 134 35,964 -41

Wheat 0.23 504 220 111 36,075 -37'

"Shamouti" Oranges 0.05 41,155 700 28,809 64,884 -14,880

B. The derivation of the results in table 2 using data in appendix A.

To demonstrate the use of the data in appendix A in deriving the results in

table 2, consider the case of a=0.8 ( second row in table 2). Let us start with

crop 1 in appendix A: Water rent per cubic meter is 4.9 NIS. Policy 0 results in

a profit per crop of 2.4 million NIS. This number is derived by using AC=0.55

NIS, deducting it from the water rent (4.90), and multiplying by the amount of

water used by the crop (552 thousand of cubic meter), i.e. [( 4.90 - 0.55) x

552=2401 thousand NIS].

The transition to policy 1, will result in the same profits, 2.402 million NIS, if

a=1. These profits are obtained from two sources: the first, from (4.90 - 0.43) x

268.51 = 1200.25 thousand NIS, and the second, from the water use in excess

of the reduced 268 thousand cubic meter water rights, i.e. 552-268=283.

Thus, the profits from the second source are equal to (4.90-0.65)x2831,204

thousand NIS. Note that 1200 + 1204 = 2,404.

For a=0.8, AC is increased from 0.43 NIS to 0.46 NIS, and the profits for the

above individual crop are reduced to 2,396 thousand NIS, i.e. a reduction of

0.2 percent in the crop profits.

The same calculations are illustrated for all crops. Then, in table 2, the

percentages of crop area whose income was reduced by 1,5,10 and 20 percent

are reported in the corresponding columns in the second row. Thus, for

example, in the second row, (a=0.8), 4.33 percent of the cultivated area

consists of crops that suffered a reduction of at least 5 percent in income.
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